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                    Abstract
COMPUTERS PROVIDE FRESH OPPORTUNITIES for enhancing and understanding collaborative learning. They permit new research methodologies such as simulations of cooperating agents, and they present new design challenges including computerized peers and supporting collaborations across cultural boundaries. This article has two goals. One goal is to offer recent examples and findings that may help design computer-supported collaboration. The other is to begin a theoretical discussion that focuses on the individuals who collaborate. This differs from much of the collaborative and cooperative learning literature that emphasizes the rules and structures for enforcing collaboration (e.g., group roles and joint accountability). We start with individuals, because we believe that much of the learning that occurs during collaboration develops out of individuals’ efforts to share meaning and understand one another. We consider prerequisites to people’s effort to share meaning, and we particularly focus on the important role of the productive agency that leads people to contribute rather than just borrow knowledge. We consider the type of knowledge likely to develop during collaboration, and we suggest ways to prepare and help people learn from the language that permeates collaborations as well as formal classroom lectures and texts.
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